CAVITY SERVICES

WELL LOGGING

EXTREME OPERATIONS

With over 20 years of experience in providing innovative,
patented, and award-winning solutions adapted to our
clients’ needs, Flodim remains faithful to its principles,
prioritizing health and quality throughout all steps of
the value chain.
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DEDICATED R&D
With almost 75% of
our net profit invested
in innovation, Flodim
leads both in-house
and cooperative
projects and is now a
reference in specialized
R&D.
Passionate about

technology, our R&D
department turns
problems into solutions.
Our engineers bring
ideas to reality,
combining mechanics,
electronics, signal
processing and
software development.

POST PROCESSING
An accurate
interpretation and
post-processing of
the acquired data is
required after most
logging and surveying
jobs. Regularly

updated proprietary
interpretation
and modelling
software allows an
immediate feedback
and user‑friendly
visualization in the field.

MANUFACTURING

FIELD OPERATIONS

In direct relation
with our R&D and
operations team, our
in-house manufacturing
specialists turn
drawings into
prototypes, and then
into reliable operational
tools. They enhance
and adapt them to field needs and
conditions, increasing their usability
and durability.

The whole value chain
is devoted to achieve
EXCELLENCE in Field
Operations. From the
Mont Blanc glacier
to the deepest salt
formations, through
the Moroccan desert
or under the Brazilian
sun, our highly trained, flexible and
reactive operations team hold many
records of Depth, Temperature and
Pressure.
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SATISFACTION

FIELD TESTING
From the lab to the field,
following our internal
quality program, all
Flodim tools and projects
are tested intensely in a
wide range of extreme
field conditions. Both
at Flodim well facilities
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CLIENT’S

and on our partners’
fields, the tools undergo
final adjustments
and revisions before
commercialization,
increasing their
reliability and success
rate.
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TRAINING PROGRAM
Upon arrival and
throughout their
career, all our staff
worldwide take part in
a specialized in‑house
training program
combining theory,
basics, and field

activities. Two wells,
pressure equipment
and a cavity-like pool
are devoted to training,
which certify Flodim’s
commitment to quality
and safety amongst its
operations.
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